RE-ISSUE

1. DOCUMENTS FOR THE "PAIR".

2. PURCHASE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT (1944)

From: NEW YORK

To: MOSCOW

No: 1356

16 Sept. 44

To VIKTOR [1]

RAST[127][11] has today received by air mail from the COUNTRY[127][127][11]; a duplicate copy [2 groups unrecovered] of the PAIR[127][127][14] [14 groups unrecovered] the PAIR it is extremely important to let the COUNTRY[127][127][12] know that they have received notification from RAST that these documents have been submitted to the BANK[127][11] with the request [8 groups unrecovered].

No. 747

Your number 747 [a] HAST[127][11] needs to buy a camera price 500, two fans - 100, a printing press - 150, cash register 100, fittings for the studio and shop windows 600, stock 200. In all a loan of 2,000 dollars is required. Since he rented the premises [12 groups unrecovered] HAST did not bring in.

No. 748

September

[signature unrecovered]

[Note and Comments overleaf]

Distribution

3/MIF/TM 089
(2 Pages)
Note: [a] Not available.

Comments: [i] VICTOR : Lt. Gen. P. M. FITIN.
[ii] RASS : Michael BURD.
[iii] COUNTRYSIDE : MEXICO.
[iv] PLIR : Nicolas and Maria PISHER.
[v] COUNTRY HOUSE: U.S. Embassy in MOSCOW.
[vi] RANK : U.S. State Department.
[vii] ROST : Unidentified cover-name.